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In [ 1 ] an example is given of ordinary differential equations with con- 
tinuous right-hand side in an infinite-dimensional Banach space for which 
the assertion “Uniqueness implies continuous dependence on the initial 
state”-valid in finite dimension-fails to hold. The Banach space in that 
example was I”, and the question was asked whether such an example 
existed in every infinite-dimensional space. 
In this paper, we provide an affirmative answer to this question by 
adapting the device used in [l] to the construction, for every given 
infinite-dimensional normed space X, of an autonomous ordinary differen- 
tial equation on [w in X, with continuous right-hand side, with the follow- 
ing properties: the initial-value problem for each initial time and state has 
exactly one noncontinuable solution (the domain of this solution being I%), 
but continuous dependence on the initial state fails to hold at OEX. 
We denote by N the set of all nonzero natural numbers. Functional com- 
position is indicated by 0. For a mapping f, Rngf denotes the range of J 
EXAMPLE. 1. Let the infinite-dimensional real normed space X be given. 
Let S := {x E A’( llxll = 1) be its unit sphere. For every x E a {0} we set 
sgn x := x/llxll. 
Since X is infinite-dimensional, S is not totally bounded, and we may 
choose a sequence (z, In E N) in S such that 
k := inf{ llz, -z, (1 I m,nEN,m#n}>o. 
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For each n E N we define the function 4, : S + [0, co [ by 
&l(x) :=kln+ IF--“II for all x E S, 
and weset ~:=inf{~,~n~fV}:S--t[O,co[. 
Now 14, ( y) - 4n (x)1 < II y - xIJ for all x, y E S and all n E N. Therefore 
MY)-cJG)l d llv-XII for all x, y E S. (1) 
Let XE S be given. There is at most one m E N such that 1(x-z,,, )I <k/2; 
therefore 4, (x) > k/2 for all but at most one n E N. We conclude that 
4(x) ’ 0 for all x E S. (2) 
Finally, #m (z,) > k for all m, n E N with m # n, and therefore 
4(z,J = h(zJ = k/n for all n E N. (3) 
2. We define the mapping g: X + X by 
g(x) := 
i 
U/maxWsgn 4, Jllxll)) x ifxE.Xj(O} 
o ifx=O. 
We note that g is continuous in X, and (1) implies that g is locally 
Lipschitzian everywhere in x\ { O}. 
We consider the autonomous differential equation 
v=g’Jv (4) 
on &I’ in the space X. For every y E S, direct verification shows that the 
function u,: [w + X defined by 
%J(t) := i 
(4(Y) + 02Y ift>O 
~(y)2et/~(Y)y ift<O 
is a solution of (4), and that Rng uY= {A~[AE 10, co[}. In view of (2), it 
follows that lJycs Rng uY = J?(O). 
Now (4) is autonomous, and g is locally Lipschitzian everywhere in 
x\(O). It follows from the preceding paragraph that for each pair 
(s, x) E [w x (x\(O)) there is exactly one noncontinuable solution v of (4) 
with v(s) =x, and that in fact this v is a suitable translate of u,~,,~; thus the 
domain of this v is R, and Rng v c q(O). It then follows that for each 
s E Iw the constant 0 with domain IR! is the only noncontinuable solution v of 
(4) with v(s)=O. 
We have shown that for every pair (s, x) E R x X there is exactly one 
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noncontinuable solution v of (4) with v(s) =x, and that the domain of this 
v is R in every case. 
3. We now examine the sequence (u,” Jn E IV) of solutions of (4). We 
find from (3) that u,“(O) = 4(z,)’ z, = (k/n)2 z, for each n E N, so that the 
sequence (u+(O)(n E N ) converges to 0. For every l E 10, co [, however, we 
have Ilu,,(t)ll = (d(z,) + t/2)211z, II > t2/4 for all n E N, so that the sequence 
(u,“(t)ln E N) does not converge to 0, the value at t of the only noncon- 
tinuable solution v of (4) with v(O)=O. 
Thus, continuous dependence of the solutions of (4) on the initial state 
fails badly at 0. 
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